5.3.0 Energy Resources
Chapter 5.3 Summary

God blessed Earth with an abundance of resources that provide energy. Two examples of these
energy resources—solar energy and hydroelectric power—are renewable. But even limitless
renewable resources are not available at all times. Solar power, which includes wind power, is useful
only in certain regions. Additionally, although renewable resources have been used to generate
electricity for some regions, they are not yet widely practical for transportation.
Society depends largely on nonrenewable resources. Old-earth scientists state that fossil fuels were
formed over millions of years and, because of that, it is important to use them wisely. Opinions
vary on how long the world’s reserves of nonrenewable energy will last, but the use of this type of
energy is accelerating. About 30% of energy reserves are proven energy reserves, which include all
fuels currently in storage tanks and facilities and those located in deposits from which they can be
extracted economically with current technology. Unproven reserves consist of 70% of all known oil
deposits. These reserves include deposits that cannot currently be recovered as well as deposits that
cannot be confirmed.

Background

Lesson 5.3.1 – Renewable and Nonrenewable Resources

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIALS
• BLM 5.3.3A Solar Oven
• BLM 5.3.3B Energy Choice Roles
• Lab 5.3.3A Energy from the Sun
• WS 5.3.1A Tally Your Resources
• WS 5.3.2A The Gift of Fossil Fuels
• WS 5.3.3A Classify Resources
• Chapter 5.3 test
• Unit 5 test
BLMs, TMs, and tests are available to
download. See Understanding Purposeful
Design Physical Science at the front of this
book for the web address.

The 21st century is a crucial time for decisions to be made about renewable and nonrenewable
energy sources. God blessed Earth with both. To use resources wisely, the initial and overall
economic costs must be considered—ones that include the environmental and health impact,
transportation, availability, and applications. Present usage must consider both present and future
ramifications. Most current technology requires fossil fuels; the goal for future technology is the
utilization of renewable, low-pollution energy sources.
Many people do not comprehend the effect of fossil fuels on daily living. During the Arab oil
embargo of the early 1970s, the gross national product of the United States declined and its
unemployment doubled. Twenty years later, the Gulf War was fought over Middle East oil supplies.
Nearly 25% of the petroleum used in the United States is obtained through foreign sources.
Knowing that the economies of the world rely primarily on nonrenewable resources, scientists
continue to search for practical renewable resources of energy. The traditional renewable resources
are geothermal energy, solar energy, wood, and hydroelectric power.

Lesson 5.3.2 – Fossil Fuels

In 1852, Canadian physician and geologist Abraham Gessner obtained a patent for producing
from crude oil a relatively clean-burning, affordable lamp fuel called kerosene. The quest for a better
lamp fuel led to a great demand for oil. Crude oil, which is unrefined petroleum, is found in large
quantities below Earth’s surface. It flows upward in Earth’s crust because it has a lower density than
the shales, sands, and carbonate rocks that constitute the crust of Earth. Much of this oil flows out
at Earth’s surface or onto the ocean floor.
Hydrocarbon components make fossil fuels useful energy sources. These components are separated
by various refining methods. One method is fractional distillation. As the petroleum is heated,
vapors of the different components condense on collectors at different heights. These various
components are then further processed into various petroleum products.
Scientists have been researching ways to find and extract oil more efficiently. Four improved
methods are currently ready for use. Improved seismic surveys generated by sound waves can
provide a three-dimensional picture of the ground strata, a slice at a time. Computers translate
these patterns into a model to guide the drilling of oil wells. A second method injects liquid carbon
dioxide at high pressure into oil wells to force oil stuck in inactive wells to flow into active wells. A
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WORLDVIEW
• Finding balance in a world of extremes
can oftentimes prove difficult. Many
organizations have been formed to
protect forests, save species from
extinction, and prevent climate change.
These causes are beneficial in that many
of them include a measure of good
stewardship. But what motivates it?
Is it panic, fear, worry, or concern? As
Christians, what should our response
be to preserving dwindling resources?
We are called to good stewardship,
prompted by an attitude of concern and
obedience. Panic, fear, and worry are
not to be part of a Christian’s toolbox
to navigate life. Yet, it is a natural
human tendency. God helps us in our
weakness. In His word, He directs us
not to worry and not to be anxious.
How? In Philippians 4:6, Paul exhorts,
“Do not be anxious about anything,
but in every situation, by prayer and
petition, with thanksgiving, present
your requests to God.” And Proverbs 3:5
advises the believer to trust in the Lord
wholeheartedly and not to rely on his
own understanding. Scripture gives
examples of God’s provision. God fed
His people with manna from heaven for
40 years. He provided just what they
needed each day. God provided for the
widow through Elijah’s obedience, and
she had all the oil and flour she needed
to take care of her son and herself.
Matthew 6 tells us to consider the lilies
of the field and the birds of the air. God
clothes and feeds both of those. Are
we not more important? How much
more will He take care of us? Reduce,
reuse, and recycle fits well with good
stewardship. And trusting in the Lord
reduces panic and fear. God will supply
all our needs, according to His riches in
glory (Philippians 4:19).
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third method uses better drills to improve the accuracy of oil drilling. Finally, smart wells separate
water from the oil, extract oil from several layers at once, and maintain an optimum flow through
the use of computers.
NASA has found evidence that Saturn’s moon, Titan, has methane lakes. This demonstrates that
hydrocarbon supplies exist elsewhere in the solar system and supports some Russian scientists’ views
that fossil fuels may not be organic, but come from mineral deposits deep within the earth, since
there is no life known that has existed on Titan.

Lesson 5.3.3 – Renewable Energy Sources

The first solar-powered motor was patented by Augustin-Bernard Mouchot, a French mathematics
teacher. Solar energy is now one of the most promising energy sources. The sun provides about
35,000 times more energy than that used by humanity each year. There are two basic methods of
harnessing solar energy: solar thermal systems (passive solar heating) and solar electric systems
(photovoltaic). Solar thermal systems convert the sun’s radiant energy into heat energy. Solar electric
systems convert the sun’s radiant energy directly into electrical energy. Other forms of solar energy
systems include water heating systems and water pumping systems. Most spacecraft use solar power
for their instrumentation and communication.
Wind power, which is indirect solar power, is another renewable energy source that does not harm
the environment, and it too depends on weather and location. Wind speed is described by seven
classes. Class 2 winds are mild breezes; Class 7 winds are extremely strong. Class 4 winds and above
are generally considered adequate for a wind turbine to produce electricity. A windmill’s fins rotate
in a vertical plane, which a tail fin keeps perpendicular to the wind. The wind blows across the
windmill’s blades, forcing it to rotate and generate electricity. Another variety of a wind-powered
generator is the wind collector. Fashioned from two half-drums, the wind collector rotates in a
single vertical axis. Because this unit does not depend on wind direction, it has the potential to
generate more electricity than the windmill.
Another indirect solar energy is biomass. Crops or agricultural waste products are converted into
liquid or gaseous fuels. The energy stored in plants during the process of photosynthesis is passed
along in the use of biomass.
Sunlight can also be harnessed to manufacture hydrogen fuels. Although this technology is at the
early stages of development, hydrogen fuels could one day produce electricity in a fuel cell with
water as its only by-product. Researchers working for the United States government are designing
cars with on-board reactors that can convert gasoline into hydrogen fuel.
Geothermal energy is obtained from the internal heat of the planet. This form of energy can create
steam to run a steam turbine that generates electricity. The temperature of Earth’s mantle is about
375°C, hot enough to boil water for a steam-powered electric plant. Another type of geothermal
system utilizes volcanic magma to boil water. A third system recovers heat from dry rock by
circulating water around it and transferring the heat to a generator. Geothermal power plants
require very little land—only a small portion of that needed by other energy sources. Also, the same
land used for geothermal plants can be used for other applications.

5.3.2 Fossil Fuels
OBJECTIVES
Students will be able to
• compare the theories of fossil fuel
formation.
• describe four types of coal.
• highlight the properties and uses of
fossil fuels.
• examine the advantages and
disadvantages of processing fossil fuels.

MATERIALS
• Various samples of plant fossils and
types of coal (Introduction)
• WS 5.3.2A The Gift of Fossil Fuels

TRY THIS
Coal
• No additional materials are needed.
To calculate the amount of coal needed
each day, divide the total kilowatts used
in a day by 1.25. Multiply the quotient by
0.45 kg.

Energy Resources

Introduction

Set the selected samples of plant fossils and coal on a table. Ask students what items are on the
table. (fossils, coal) What do these items have in common? (Answers will vary but should include
the coal is a fossil fuel so it was made from fossils.) What would life be like without fossil fuels?
(Answers will vary but should include that energy for cooking and heating would come from
wood and people would ride horses to travel.)

Discussion

• Discuss the theory that fossil fuels do not originate from fossils. Ask students how it is possible
that what science thought to be true may not be true. (Answers will vary but should include
that scientists continue to make new discoveries that add to or alter understanding.) If some
scientists say the hydrocarbon content proves fossil fuels are from fossils and other scientists
say the mineral content proves that fossil fuels are not from fossils, how is the correct theory
identified? (Answers will vary.) Considering this contradiction in classification, can science be
used to find the truth? (Answers will vary.) What are the benefits of scientific pursuits? (Answers
will vary but should include to gain a better understanding of the world and the universe that
God created, and to develop technologies that make life better. ) What is the ultimate source of
truth? (the Bible)
• Create a chart on the board to compare the facts used by young-earth and old-earth scientists to
support their views on the time needed to create fossil fuels. Ask students to analyze the facts and
to determine how each position interprets the data.
• Ask the following questions:
1.  W hat gives fossil fuels energy? (Fossil fuels can be traced back to producers that harness
energy from the sun in a process known as photosynthesis. Plants convert energy from the
sun into stored energy. As the plants decay, pressure and heat cause the matter to form layers
that are eventually converted into fossil fuels. When the fossil fuels are burned, the thermal
energy is released in the form of heat.)
2.  W here are fossil fuels found or obtained? (Coal is mined from deep in the earth. Petroleum
is drawn from oil wells, oil shale, and tar sands. Natural gas is often found along with
petroleum.)
3.  How is oil mined from tar sand? (Huge holes are dug in the earth’s surface. Oil miners use
heat and diluents to remove oil from the tar sand. The remaining sand is put back into the
open-pit mine, which is reclaimed—brought back to a condition where it can be used for
other purposes. Another method involves injecting steam into the tar sand deposit. Oil
miners pump out and process the heated oil. This method is useful for deep deposits.)
4.  W hich fossil fuel is considered clean? Why? (Natural gas produces less pollution and less
greenhouse gas than the other fossil fuels.)

Activities

A.   Complete Try This: Coal with students. Discuss their results. Ask students if the estimated
amount of coal used is what they expected. If students completed WS 5.3.1A Tally Your
Resources, they can use the data collected to complete this activity.
B.   Have students complete WS 5.3.2A The Gift of Fossil Fuels. Guide students in writing a psalm
of thanksgiving for God’s provision.
C.   Direct students to choose a specific fossil fuel to research and to make a poster that shows the
advantages and disadvantages of using that fuel. (Note: This is a preparation activity for the
Energy Choice Role-Play chapter assignment in Lesson 5.3.3.)
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D.  Divide the class into groups to create a time line of fossil fuels. Have each group include at least
10 events. The final event should occur within the current decade.

NOTES

Lesson Review

1.  Compare and give evidence for the theories of fossil fuel formation. (Old-earth and young-earth
theories state that as plants decay, pressure and heat cause the matter to form layers that are
eventually converted into fossil fuels. Old-earth theory states that the transformation takes
millions of years. The fossil fuels are found in layers of rock that are millions of years old and
the fossils found in coal mines are of extinct plants, not modern plants. Young-earth theory
states that the transformation can happen in 10,000 years or less. Natural gas can be formed
in a few hours. Modern forests could supply enough mass to create coal within 10,000 years.
Certain tree fossils appear vertically, traveling through layers of coal and rock, which suggests
the layers did not take millions of years to form.)
2.  Name four types of coal and explain how they are formed. (Peat is transformed into lignite
when placed under extreme pressure from overhead rock layers. It is soft, has a woody texture,
is very moist, and crumbles when exposed to air. Subbituminous coal forms when lignite is
placed under pressure. It is less moist and has more carbon than lignite. Applying pressure
and heat to lignite produces bituminous coal. It has less moisture and more carbon than
subbituminous coal, and it has a high sulfur content. Bituminous coal under extreme pressure
forms anthracite coal, the highest ranked coal and the hardest form of coal. Anthracite coal has
the highest energy content.)
3.  Describe how natural gas and petroleum are formed. (Natural gas is a mixture of methane and
other gases formed from decomposed marine organisms. When these organisms died and sank

5.3.2 Fossil Fuels

OBJECTIVES
• Compare the theories of
fossil fuel formation.
• Describe four types of coal.
• Highlight the properties
and uses of fossil fuels.
• Examine the advantages
and disadvantages of
processing fossil fuels.

Column of Coal Types

Peat

Lignite

Subbituminous

Bituminous
Anthracite
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In 1859, Edward Drake punched a hole 21 m into the ground
outside of Titusville, Pennsylvania that released a gush of oil.
This was the world’s first oil well. Suddenly, the world was
thirsty for oil! And, oil refined into kerosene was becoming the
most popular fuel used in lamps. Within a century after its
discovery, oil replaced coal as the world’s leading energy source.
Energy-generating fossil fuels can be traced back to producers
that harnessed energy from the sun by way of the photosynthesis
process. This process models the first law of thermodynamics
that states that energy cannot be created or destroyed. Plants
convert energy from the sun into stored energy. As the plants
decay, pressure and heat cause the matter to form layers that
are eventually converted into fossil fuels. When the fossil fuels
are burned, the thermal energy is released in the form of heat.
Therefore, the energy in the natural gas that a furnace burns
and the energy in the gasoline that fuels a car ultimately came
from the sun!
The process that forms fossil fuels takes time, but how much
time? Scientific theory states that the formation of fossil fuels
takes thousands or even millions of years. Old-earth scientists
believe the principle of superposition and radiometric dating
methods measure the age of rocks to be in the millions of years.
Bituminous coal is found in layers of rock from the carboniferous
period and is believed to be 290–354 million years old. Many coal

Bible
BIBLE Connection
CONNECTION
Noah’s Flood
Young-earth scientists attribute the formation of many fossils, rock layers, and fossil fuels to
the violent nature of the Flood. “On that day all the springs of the great deep burst forth, and
the floodgates of the heavens were opened. And rain fell on the earth forty days and forty
nights.... For forty days the flood kept coming on the earth, and as the waters increased they
lifted the ark high above the earth. The waters rose and increased greatly on the earth.... and
all the high mountains under the entire heavens were covered. The waters rose and covered
the mountains to a depth of more than fifteen cubits. Every living thing that moved on land
perished—birds, livestock, wild animals, all the creatures that swarm over the earth, and all
mankind. Everything on dry land that had the breath of life in its nostrils died.... Only Noah
was left, and those with him in the ark. The waters flooded the earth for a hundred and fifty
days” (Genesis 7:11–12, 17–24). Whether or not the Flood accounts for a majority of the fossil
record and the formation of fossil fuels, the truth remains that God flooded the whole earth
and only those within the ark were saved.

Pumps bring crude oil from underground.

mines contain fossils of extinct trees and shrubbery. Fossils of
modern species are not found.
Young-earth scientists’ geologic data suggests fossil fuels can
form rapidly; it does not take millions of years. Natural gas can
be produced in a matter of hours by adding heat and water to
brown coal. The growth rate of modern forests creates enough
mass to produce the amount of coal believed to be buried in the
earth within a time frame of 10,000 years. Several fossilized
trees travel vertically through many sedimentary layers,
including strata of coal, suggesting the layers did not take
millions of years to form.
As you know, the three major forms of fossil fuel are coal, natural
gas, and oil (petroleum). Coal, a solid fossil fuel formed from
decomposed plant remains, was the first fossil fuel to be used
by humans. Prior to this time, wood was the primary source of
fuel throughout the world. Coal mining in Europe dates back to
at least the 13th century. This fossil fuel was once the leading
energy source for home heating in the United
States and Canada. Many power plants still use
coal to generate the steam needed to produce
electrical energy.
The formation of coal can be traced to wetlands
such as swamps, bogs, and moors. Peat is a
substance made of partially decayed plant
matter. Over time, heat and pressure turn the
peat into coal. There are four kinds of coal that
contain various types and amounts of carbon and
other impurities. Each type produces a different
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This tree fossilized vertically
through layers of strata.

Coal power plant
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to the ocean floor, they were covered by layers of sediments and compressed into sedimentary
rock. Pressure, heat, and bacterial activity transformed these organic substances into oil and
natural gas. Petroleum is formed from microscopic plants, animals, and marine organisms in
much the same way as natural gas.)
4.  Contrast the properties and uses of the three major fossil fuels. (Petroleum is an oily, flammable
mixture separated into liquid fuels and other products in refineries. Natural gas is a group of
gases—methane, butane, and propane. These are used for heating, generating electricity, filling
lighters, cooking, and fuel. Coal is solid and used to generate electricity and provide heat.)
5.  Examine the advantages and disadvantages of processing fossil fuels. (Coal is the most abundant
fossil fuel, is relatively inexpensive to produce, and is easy to transport. The disadvantages
of burning coal include the production of more carbon dioxide per unit of heat energy than
burning either petroleum or natural gas, coal mines that can pollute the land, and strip-mining
that can harm a region’s environment. Natural gas burns cleaner than other fossil fuels and
creates less pollution. Natural gas is also plentiful, and it is convenient to transport and use.
Burning natural gas does have a drawback—it produces carbon dioxide, a major greenhouse
gas. Petroleum is inexpensive, reliable, efficient, and convenient to transport. Disadvantages
include the production of atmospheric pollution and the potential for oil spills.)

NOTES

amount of heat energy. When placed under
tremendous pressure from overhead rock layers,
peat is transformed into lignite. Lignite is a soft
coal with a woody texture. It is very moist and
crumbles when exposed to air. Of the different
types of coal, lignite has the lowest heating
value. Subbituminous coal forms when lignite is
placed under pressure. This type of coal is less
moist and has more carbon than lignite. The
application of both pressure and heat to lignite
produces bituminous coal. The majority of coal
is bituminous coal, which has less moisture and
more carbon than subbituminous coal. It also
has a high sulfur content. When bituminous
coal is burned, sulfur dioxide is released into the
atmosphere. Sulfur dioxide is a serious form of air
pollution that causes a variety of lung diseases.
When sulfur dioxide mixes with the water in the
atmosphere, acid rain precipitates. Bituminous
coal under extreme pressure forms anthracite
coal, the highest ranked coal and the hardest
form of coal. Anthracite coal contains the highest
energy content.

The other two fossil fuels are natural gas and oil (petroleum).
Natural gas is a mixture of methane and other gases formed
from decomposed marine organisms. When these organisms
died and sank to the ocean floor, they were covered by layers
of sediments and compressed into sedimentary rock. Pressure,
heat, and bacterial activity transformed these organic substances
into oil and natural gas. Geologists typically find oil and natural
gas together. The gas layers usually rise above the oil layers
because gas is less dense than oil.

Burning coal has both advantages and
disadvantages. Coal is the most abundant fossil
fuel, is relatively inexpensive to produce, and is easy to transport.
Devices called scrubber systems work like a shower to dissolve
sulfur oxides before they are released into the atmosphere. This
process helps to reduce pollution. However, these systems do not
reduce all pollution. Burning coal produces more carbon dioxide
per unit of heat energy than burning either petroleum or natural
gas. Coal mines can also pollute the land, and strip-mining coal
out of the ground can harm a region’s environment.

Although the use of coal and natural gas is common, most of
the world’s energy needs are fulfilled through the use of oil
(petroleum). Petroleum, a crude oil, is a liquid fossil fuel formed
from microscopic plants, animals, and marine organisms. It can
be found in underground pools or reservoirs. This oily, flammable
mixture is separated into liquid fuels and other products in
refineries. The liquid fuels include gasoline, jet fuel, diesel fuel,

1905 Peat gatherers in West Yorkshire, England

Peat is used for growing plants and for fuel, and it is mined
in Northern Europe and North American wetlands.

Peat
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Lignite coal

Bituminous coal

Almost all natural gas provides fuel for heating and for
generating electricity. People commonly burn methane to warm
houses and cook on gas stoves. Butane and propane are also
natural gases. Butane is used in lighters and camp stoves. People
burn propane as heating fuel and as cooking fuel for outdoor
grills. Some motor vehicles are powered by natural gas. These
vehicles produce less pollution than gasoline and diesel vehicles.
Natural gas burns cleaner than other fossil fuels and it creates
less pollution. Natural gas is also plentiful and it is convenient to
transport and use. Burning natural gas does have a drawback;
it produces carbon dioxide, a major greenhouse gas. However, it
produces less carbon dioxide than petroleum or coal for the same
amount of heat energy produced.

FY I

try this
TRY THIS
Coal
Check the labels on various
appliances at home, and
record how much electricity,
in watts or kilowatts, they
use. Estimate how long these
appliances run during an
average day, and determine
how much electricity they
use per day and per year.
About 0.45 kg of coal
generates 1.25 kw of
electricity. How much coal
would it take to run each
appliance per day? Per year?
How much coal would be
needed per day and year to
run all of the appliances?

FYI
FYI

Fossil Fuels: a Misnomer?
According to photographs of Saturn’s moon Titan, methane lakes occupy parts of this
planetary satellite. The lakes are full of hydrocarbons and appear to debunk the idea that
petroleum is actually a fuel formed from fossils and is in limited supply. Russian scientists
have been arguing against the idea of fossil fuels for decades. They submit that the primary
components of petroleum derive from highly compressed minerals, which suggests the fuel is
renewable. In experiments modeling conditions about 40–95 miles deep in the earth’s crust,
ethane and heavier hydrocarbons were produced. The limited understanding of science has
only scratched the surface of comprehending God’s miraculous creation and His provision of
resources.

Anthracite coal
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Fractional Distillation of Crude Oil

FY I

FYI
FYI

Heating Value and Components of Coal Types
Petroleum gas

Oil

0°C –
30°C

Oil

30°C –
70°C
Naphtha

180°C –
260°C
Diesel

Lubricating oil

Furnace

Fuel oil

>490°C
>580°C

Oil tank

Kerosene (paraffin)

260°C –
350°C
350°C –
575°C

Crude oil

Gasoline

70°C –
180°C

Bitumen

Distillation tower

kerosene, and fuel oil. Other products separated from petroleum
include lubricants, waxes, and tars such as asphalt.
Most petroleum is drawn from oil wells, but some petroleum
is located near the surface of the earth in the form of oil shale
and tar sands. Oil shale is a fine-grained rock
containing a solid, waxy mixture of hydrocarbon
compounds. Tar sands are layers of sand soaked
with thick petroleum.

Pipes for pumping components of tar sand
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Some of the world’s largest mining projects mine
oil from the tar sands in northeastern Alberta,
Canada. Clay, sand, and water along with
bitumen, a thick black oil, are the components
of tar sand. Alberta’s tar sands are the world’s
largest. This form of oil can be mined using

Components

Lignite

Subbituminous

Heat content
(Btu/lb)
Moisture
Fixed carbon
Ash
Sulfur

4,000–8,300

8,500–13,000

30%–60%
25%–35%
10%–50%
0.4%–1.0%

10%–45%
35%–45%
≤ 10%
< 2%

Bituminous

Anthracite

11,000–15,000 13,000–15,000
2%–15%
45%–85%
3%–12%
0.7%–4.0%

< 15%
85%–98%
10%–20%
0.6%–0.8%

two methods. Open-pit mining involves digging huge holes in
the earth’s surface. Oil miners use heat and diluents (thinning
agents) to remove the oil from the tar sand. The remaining sand
is put back into the open-pit mine, which is reclaimed—brought
back to a condition where it can be used for other purposes. The
second method involves injecting steam into the tar sand deposit.
Oil miners pump out and process the heated oil. This method is
useful for deep deposits.
The reliance on petroleum has advantages and disadvantages.
It is an inexpensive, trusted source of energy. High-grade oil
and gasoline burn relatively efficiently. Petroleum is convenient
to transport, and new drilling technologies continue to improve
oil production. One disadvantage of burning petroleum is the
production of atmospheric pollution, such as smog and carbon
dioxide. Another issue is the potential for oil spills that harm the
environment. The advantages and disadvantages continue to be
considered in petroleum’s use.
Lesson Review
1. Compare and give evidence for the theories of
fossil fuel formation.
2. Name four types of coal and explain how they
are formed.
3. Describe how natural gas and petroleum are
formed.
4. Contrast the properties and uses of the three
major fossil fuels.
5. Examine the advantages and disadvantages of
processing fossil fuels.
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A scientist tests samples taken from water contaminated
by the Deepwater Horizon Drilling Platform explosion in
2010.
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